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Created by a core group of veterans from the tabletop RPG industry, Collectable Hunts releases with
full speed and excitement. A vast world to explore, over 50 unique creatures to discover, vibrant
exploration gameplay, rewarding side quests, and a great story to unfold. A familiar RPG system
where you will need to craft, find, and level up your weapons, explore your surroundings, solve a

variety of puzzles and use your skills to craft a strong party.  The game is a survival RPG, where you
have to manage base stats like health and hunger through cooking and foraging. You will mine

resources to craft weapons and armors, collect recipes to learn to create powerful accessories, and
spec your party to suit your play style. Features numerous different creatures to fight ranging from

critters to the undead, and even dragons. You will explore a wide range of areas with different
creatures and different resources, from jungles, beaches, forests, canyons, and even to another

realm. You will need to use all the tools available to you to thrive on the island and possibly find a
way back home. Collectable Hunts features over 20 hours of gameplay. New Battle System: The
familiar combat system was taken from the world of Warhammer 4 races to play, each with their
own unique nature Defeat each race with the right combination of stats, tactics, and party New

leveling system (collect recipes to learn to make better accessories and weapons!) Added dragons.
Added minigames. Added the ability to peruse mini-Adventures to gain even more recipes, XP, and

items! The greatest RPG game of the year. Collectable Hunts has more to offer! Game Features:
Explore vast, interesting, world! Explore more than 50 unique creatures (or recruit from an endless

supply of citizens). All of them are interesting. 8 different environments with different creatures. The
main land of the island is the temperate area, while the forest, desert, volcano, and ice are close by.
18 mini-adventures to play and gear up. New leveling system (collect recipes to learn to make better
accessories and weapons!) Defeat each race with the right combination of stats, tactics, and party.
Explore the beautiful world of the island. Beach, forest, and mountaineous areas to explore. Every

creature is different. Each with unique abilities and stats. An interesting story to unravel.  A familiar
RPG system where
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Features Key:
FREE to play MMO survival game!

20 levels of game play.
Collect rare juicy Amazonian fruits to survive!

Explore a vibrant world!
Dynamic Pet battles!

Multiplayer Support for up to 4 players!
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